
The Fernweh-Mobil®

Off-road traveller cabin for pick-ups
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With the help of the different extension levels you have the possibility to create your own individual pick-up cabin,
your Fernweh-Mobil.  The satisfaction of our customers is of particular importance to us. Therefore we are at your
side from the planning to the final delivery. Share with us the experience of creating your Fernweh-Mobil.
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IndexThe cabin for all pick-ups

Pick-up cabins provide the best possible solution for individual, easy and independent travelling. 

The advantages of our Fernweh-Mobil are quite obvious. 

Perfect reasons to get the Fernweh-Mobil......
...bright and spacious interior, 

...the complete interior furnishing remains fully accessible when the sleeping area is pulled out

and even when the roof is closed, 

...there is room for the whole family, 

...off-road mobility guaranteed through compact outer dimensions,

...light-weight, 

...extremely robust GFRP shell, 

...saves the second car,

...fast and easy mounting and removal by 

using a lifting cart,

...suitable for nearly all types of pick-ups, 

...use of a trailer and registration by the

TÜV possible. 

The Fernweh-Mobil®

Benno Cramer



Extensively tested, proven in travel and rated absolutely perfect.
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The compact dimensions of the pick-up camper
have been designed to make them usable for all
types of pick-ups in various ways. Durable qua-
lity is guaranteed by the use of high-class mate-
rials. Sloped walls enlarge the usable space and
create a very comfortable atmosphere. The low
weight is an additional advantage. 

Empty cabin “Fernweh-Mobi l”

Item-No. 1050001 empty cabin
dimensions closed roof
approx. L 350 x W 188 x H 163 cm
dimensions opened roof
approx. L 350 x W 188 x H 230 cm
weight: approx. 190-210 kg

– raisable roof with two gas- springs
- aluminium – supporting frame for the roof
- incl. mounting set:

- 4 pieces ring nuts out of stainless steel
- 4 pieces Wantenspanner bracket/ 

bracket out of stainless steel
- 8 pieces shackles
- 4 pieces anchor chains (customise on site)
- 4 pieces round slings

- without door, windows, roof tent, construction 
for storing, configurations and accessories
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including:
- high quality , weather resistant, glass fibre

reinforced plastic ( GFRP) 
- the GFRP – frame is extremely robust
- colour: white
- inner surface is sealed
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Durable quality and sustainable worth are only two of the many advantages found in the Fernweh-Mobil.
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The two-part door opens upwards and
downwards. Premium hinges are built in for the
flap doors.  The upper half of the door is held up
by two pneumatic springs and locked with an
espagnolette lock. The lower half is equipped
with a loop handle bolt and held open by ropes.
A sturdy aluminium step is installed to get off
safely. The clear height of the door is approxima-
tely 730 mm. A fixed window can be included in
the upper door (Item-No. 1050013).

Flap-door / roof tent

Item-No. 1050010 flap door, divided into two
including:
flap door opening upwards (without window)

- with 2 gas springs incl. espagnolette lock 
- BKS profile cylinder with 3 keys
- door opener set
- hinges
- incl. mounting

flap door opening downwards

- with holding ropes
- stair out of stainless steel
- loop handle bolt 
- hinge
- incl. mounting

Item-No. 1050011 roof tent for raisable roof
including:
- high quality, tear- resistant and water repellent

canvas (100% polyester) for the raisable roof
- one side coated with acrylate and impregnated
- colour: sisal
- 2 mosquito nets on the side (100% polyester)
- 2 triangle windows each with 2 zippers
- dimension of triangle windows approx. L 160xH50cm
- 6 inserting aids for the canvas
- incl. mounting
The triangle windows on the left and right side
permit an ideal air ventilation.



Hurdles are there to be overcome. Our Fernweh-Mobil brings you to any destination.
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Flipper windows / skylight / fixed windows

Item No. 1050012 flipper windows
including:
- 2 pieces Seitz S-4 flipper windows
- dimension approx. W 50 x H 35cm
- mosquito net
- dimming curtain
- safety bar
- colour: black outside, off-white inside
- incl. mounting

Item No. 1050013 fixed window inside the door
including:
- window glass out of 4mm ESC safety glass
- ECE-guidline „43 R“
- inside width of the window inside the door 

approx. W 28x H48 cm
- fixed inside rubber-joints
- incl. mounting

Item No. 1050014 fixed window in the front

including:
- window glass out of 4mm ESC safety glass
- inside width of the window inside the door 

approx. W 48x H28 cm
- fixed inside rubber-joints
- incl. mounting

Item No. 1050426 skylight FlushLine
including
- skylight FlushLine
- inside width of the window approx. 480x480 mm
- equipped with friction - hinges, allows a 

stepless opening of the skylight up to 180° and
no anchors are necessary

- a very plain skylight, only 24mm over the roof
- frame out of stainless steel, silver anodised
- acryl glass, colour smoky grey, CE- certificated

glass strength: 8mm, frame flanging radius: 42mm
- incl. fly-screen and dimming curtain
- weight approx. 6,5kg
- incl. mounting

Bild © Roland Ehry



Discovery trips to far away countries with the “Fernweh-Mobil” and the whole family. Your own home on four wheels is
always with you.
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The mattresses get well aired by the slatted
frame, as in any normal bed. The shape of the
roof of the “Fernweh-Mobil” offers sufficient
room for the head and feet and allows to lie in
both directions. The complete furnishing, such
as toilette or kitchen, can be used even when
the bed is pulled out. The upper slatted frame
can easily be pushed into the alcove together
with the mattresses. Thus the bedding can be
stored in the alcove in a space-saving way for
the whole trip.

Prior to installing the insulation, cable ducts for
electricity are laid inside the camper. The insu-
lation consists of polyethylene block foam,
which is glued throughout the empty camper
and covered with carpet. (Installation of electri-
city is recommended during this extension
level). Subsequently the T-rails for the bed cur-
tain and the handles for pulling down the roof
are screwed in the respective places. The LED-
spots under the ceiling provide enough lighting.

Bed in the alcove / insulation  

Item No. 1050015 insulation
including:
- polyethylene block foam
- covered with carpet (100% polypropylene)
- 2 roof handles
- 2 LED – spots with switch, swivelling
- T – tracks for curtain
- incl. mounting

Item No. 1050016 bed in the alcove
including:
- size of the bed approx. L210xW160 cm
- 2 slatted frames each approx. L 105xW 160cm
- 2 mounting rackets out of stainless steel
- incl. mounting



The big adventure or a beautiful weekend just around the corner. 
Allow yourself to be surprised by your own ideas. 
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The furniture is made of high-quality, weather-
resistant, glass fibre reinforced plastic (GFRP)
with manual lamination. The focus is always on
functionality.

The mattress is split to allow storage in the alco-
ve. The seat cushions are shaped in a way to
enable separate opening of the single storage
doors and to provide additional bed surface. 

GFRP furniture / seat cushions / mattresses / curtain

Item No. 1050017 GFRP – furniture
including:
- 1 bench right with 2 storage shelves
- 1 bench left with 3 storage shelves
- 1 bench middle with 1 shelf
- 1 kitchen module (without cooker)
- 1 cupboard
- 1 holder for cooler
- 2 boards for the central corridor
- incl. 2 high quality fittings for the flaps
- 1 U – swing – aside table -
- incl. floor covering
- incl. mounting

Item No. 1050018 seat cushions, mattresses,

curtainincluding:
- 2 mattresses, strength: 80mm

(size of the bed approx. L210xW160 cm)
- 6 seat cushions for the lounge (U-form) and

the central corridor, strength: 50mm
- filled with foam (100 % polyether-foam)
- covering out of microfiber (80% cotton, 20% 

polyester) cantara-optic with spot-protection, 
coated water-repellent

- all coverings with zippers
- coverings in 20 different colours, selectable 

form the colour chart
- curtain out of double-fleece (100% polyester) 

around the bed area incl. fastenings



Feel the nature and camp in the most beautiful spots. Leave your every day routine at home.
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The interior offers detailed and sophisticated
solutions, was developed based on our own
experience and tested on travels.  Even with a
closed roof comfortable use of all furnishing
parts is guaranteed. The additional gas port out-
side can be used for open-air barbecues. 

Technical configuration

1 Item No. 1050019 equipment for the kitchen, gas, water electrical energy, toilet
including:
- 1 WAECO compressor cool box CFX35 approx.

32 litre (incl. 4,5 litre fresh- tray, 12V/24V / 
100-240V, incl. USB – charging connection

- 1 combination cooker/sink, cooker 2- flames, incl. pump
- 1 gas cylinder 5 kg, filled
- 1 water tank approx. 50 litre removable, with 

two huge openings for cleaning
- 1 water – filler neck from the outside
- 1 septic tank approx. 10 litre
- 1 earth – leakage trip (FI) and security for the 

plug socket
- 1 AGM- battery 95Ah for the supply of the cabin

- 4 plug sockets 220 Volt
- 2 plug sockets 12 Volt
- 1 gas – plug socket outside with fast-acting 

valve and lock
- 1 feed in plug CEE from the outside
- 1 adapter cable with CEE- connector and 

Schuko ( two-pin earthed ) plug
- 1 adapter cable with CEE plug and Schuko – 

coupling
- 1 Porta Potti toilet from THETFORD
- 1 fire extinguisher 1 kg
- incl. mounting



Stop in scenic places. Enjoy your personal wellness time. 
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... the lifting cart does not need much space
for disassembling (parking space remains free),
... only one strong person is necessary to lift
the cabin from the truck,
... the cabin can be easily moved on even
ground,
...  the cabin can be loaded and unloaded also
while standing on the lifting cart, 
... the lifting cart can be adjusted to the vehicle
width and –height
... it is a patented system. 

Lifting cart / anti-slip mat

Item No. 1050301 construction for storing 

galvanisedincluding:
- metal construction galvanised
- dimension approx. L200x H 132/149 cm
- width inside approx. W200 up to 230 cm
- folding dimension approx. L250 x W 50 x H 132 cm
- 4 lifting jacks hydraulic and adjustable in height
- 2 fixed rolls for heavy loads
- 2 rolls swivelling with arrester
- adjustable in width 

Item No. 1050416 anti – slip mat 5mm

Item No. 1050419 anti – slip mat 10mm
including:
- dimension approx. L180 x W 125cm
- strength 5mm or 10mm
- colour: black
- rubber surface
- anti-slip mat is permeable for water
- high compressive strength and elasticity
- incl. mounting

The anti – slip mat prohibits that the cabin slips
and provides an additional protection of the 
loading platform.

Aufschieben. Ablassen. Absetzwagen raus ziehen,
verzurren. Fertig!Bild © Roland Ehry



Travelling on rough roads.
With our Fernweh-Mobil you can travel also off the beaten tracks. 
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Photovoltaic system / charging controller / battery charger /
diesel park heater

Item No. 1050610 photovoltaic system
including:
- 1 monocrystalline solar panel 100 watt, 

dimension approx. L 120,5 x W 54,5 x H 3cm, 8,5 kg
- 1 solar control unit with graphic- LC –display, 

manual circuit breaker, calculator of the 
charging condition, USB charging connection

- cable for solar panel
- 4 Airline- anchor rails
- 4 T- fixtures incl. screws
- 2 anchoring clips for the Photovoltaic system
- incl. mounting Item No. 1050512 batttery charging device 5 A

including:
- fully automatic 12 V-charging device with 8 charging stages
- charge rate at 12V: 0.8 + 5 A
- wide loarding rangefor all lead-acid batteries 

from 1,2 Ah up to 110 Ah with additional 
compensation charge capacity up to 160 Ah

- splash water - and dust protected (IP65)
- non-arcing, reverse battery protection and short-circuit proofed 
- temperature compensation 
- activation of batteries with  sulphate content
- reactivation of very low  discharged batteries
- trickle charge for a maximum durability
- incl. wall holder, connection cable and 

mounting material
- incl. mounting

Item No. 1050620 Webasto stand heater
including:
- Webasto STC 2 kW heater with ceramic technology
- incl. multi control with timer function and switch
- high economic feasibility
- low noise level
- infinite control from 0,9 to 2,0 kW
- fuel: diesel
- fuel consumption: 0,12 – 0,24 l/h
- maximum rated input power: 9-22 watt
- weight incl. dosing pump: 2,6 kg
- canister diesel 5l
- suction pipe for diesel canister
- incl. mounting

Item No.1050510 automatic charge controller
including:
- automatic charge controller for loading over the

automobile battery during the ride ( additional 
connection of a solar module is possible)

- incl. cable (connection to the vehicle has to be 
done by the customer)

- incl. mounting accessories and mounting of the 
charge cable in the cabin



Ultimate reliability guarantees fascinating experiences and creates unforgettable memories. 
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Holder for sand ladders / sand ladders / holder for canister / 
rear ladder/ awningItem No. 1050410 holder for sand lad-

ders, set for 2 sand ladders

including:
- 2 strong holding hooks galvanised incl. fixing
- 2 fasteners with fastener straps out of spring steel, 

holding fixture galvanised incl. fixing
- 2 support rails incl. cover caps and safety screws
- 2 shut-off lashes (without lock)
- incl. mounting

Holder for two sand plates, adjustable to different hole distances.
The extremely robust holding hooks and the tension locks with
spring steel can be quickly fixed to and removed from the holding
rails.   The holding rails can only be attached to strong surfaces.
According to the road traffic law the lower edge must have a mini-
mum clearance of 2 meters if the holder exceeds the vehicle width. 

Item No. 1050401 holder for canister, aluminium nature

Item No. 1050404 holder for canister, 
aluminium/blackincluding:

- holder for the canister, plain, for 20 litres canister 
aluminium nature or aluminium black powder coated

- dimension approx. L 50 x W 36 x H 4cm
- usable for BW-metal and plastic canister 
- incl. tension belt
- incl. security- flaps for the padlock secured against

loss and thievery
- incl. mounting and mounting material

Item No. 1050413 rear ladder, galvanised

Item No. 1050413s rear ladder, galvanised/black

including:
- square tube galvanised or additional galvanised/black
- 55% offset
- incl. mounting and mounting materia

Item No. 1050445 Badwing compact awning
including:
- 270° coverage, 6,4 m² covered area
- length approx. 2000 mm, weight approx. 19 kg
- mounting on the right side of the car
- material 210D P/OX W/R Ripstop
- 2000 mm water column, UV sun protection factor 50+
- with transporting bag, telescope bars, stretch ropes 

and tent pegs
- mounting incl. attachments with approached holder

for the Fernweh-Mobil

Item No. 1050440 Gordigear Gumtree awning
including:
- dimension approx. W 250 x D 200 cm
- allover aluminium frame
- tough tourcover with zipper protects the awning from

rain and dirt
- mounting incl. attachments with approached holder 

for the Fernweh-Mobil

The holder for a canister is easy to attach to a strong surface by four screws. Make sure
that the padlock is strong enough to hold back a falling canister and prevent it from falling
down further. The canister must be doubly secured against loss (only for use outside of
the EU and Switzerland)

Item No. 1050311 sand ladders, aluminium 

Item No. 1050312 sand ladders, 

aluminium/black zincluding:
- 2 pieces sand ladders, aluminium
- dimension: approx. L1250xW445xH4mm
- aluminium nature or black powder coated
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Exciting impressions are followed by a relaxing evening filling you with anticipation for the next day.



Garment bag / cutlery bag / mosquito net / winter package
Item No. 1050202 garment bag with 

3 compartments
including:
- garment bag, divided into three compartments 

with zipper
- tear-resistant and water – repellent canvas 

(100% polyester)
- dimension approx. L55xW60xD20cm
- upper lap with input welt
- colour: sisal or mouse grey

Item No. 1050204 cutlery bag 

including:
- cutlery bag with 16 compartments
- tear-resistant and water – repellent canvas 

(100% polyester)
- dimension approx. L44xW29 cm
- 4 mounting eyes
- colour: sisal or mouse grey

Item No. 1050207 mosquito net for

rear door
including:
- mosquito net splitted
- dimension approx. 160 x 60 cm/ each
- mounting with press buttons and 

ring- eyes to screw

Item No. 1050203 garment bag with 

1 compartment
including:
- garment bag with zipper
- tear-resistant and water – repellent canvas

(100% polyester)
- dimension approx. L45xW30xD20 cm
- upper lap with input welt
- colour: sisal or mouse grey Item No. 1050209 winter package fleece

curtains
including:
- curtains out of fleece (100% polyester) for an

additional insulation of the tarpaulin
- 1 curtain for the back side, 2 curtains for both 

long sides up to the bed
- incl. mounting 



Towards the horizon. There are no limits to your taste for adventure. 
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Back door / bike carrier / mounting set for the cabin
Item No. 1050424 bike carrier

including:
- angle bracket for the cabin
- holder for the bike carrier
- angle to the cabin
- 2 gas springs, 400N
- 1 Fiamma Carry-Bike UL carrier for 2 bikes, 

lifting capacity up to max. 55.kg
- 1 danger sign 50x50cm, plastic with 4 reflectors

(danger sign not approved for Italy and Spain)
- weight approx. 18kg
- incl. mounting

Item No. 1050423 back door double-Cab

including:
- back door frame galvanised, suitable for your Pick- up
- support plate out of aluminium chequered plate, 

Duett nature 2,5x4mm
- weight approx. 11 kg
- pre-assembled

Item No. 1050417 substructure for VW

Amarok and Ford Ranger
including:
- substructure out of wood and expanded plastic slab
- 2 anti-slip mats each approx. L180xW125 cm
- pre-assembled

Item No. 1050427 mounting set for the cabin

including:
- 1 angle for the front incl. 2xM10 ring nuts
- 2 holder for the cabin 6mm, galvanised for the 

back (hole pattern has to be taken from the 
particular vehicle)

Toyota Hilux

Ford Ranger



The all-rounder in terms of usability and functionality. 
The possibilities are as varied as the Fernweh-Mobil itself.
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Special trailer / water – filter system / accessories

Item No. 3910971 foldable chair, black
including:
- foldable chair incl. storage bag 
- small packing dimension
- load capacity up to 100kg
- cover 100% polyester

Item No. 6003001 water bag shower 20 litres
including:
- bag for drinking water, made in Switzerland 

20 litres, approx. 60x45cm
- a butterfly valve is fixed on the opening, which

can only be opened at the push of a button, 
2 carrier handles

- special adapter for the connection between 
the water bag and the shower-tube 1/2”

- shower handle 

Item No. 1050506 LED- reading lamp
including:
- flexible LED-reading lamp to go
- can be switched on and off, luminous flux 20 lm
- incl. mounting

Item No. 6782660 net for small parts
including:
- net for small parts/ FE- frame net with a flexible 

net-element
- colour: black
- dimension approx. W 320 x H 220 mm
- dimension of the rhombus approx. 25 x 25mm

Item No. 3910530 table 90x60 with storage bag
including:
- table lamellas, base and storage bag
- 4 table legs adjustable in height
- small packing dimension
- dimension tabletop approx. 90x60cm

Item No. 1050430 special trailer
- on request

Item No.1050701 water – filter system
including:
- Katadyn Soperdyn filter element (ceramic and 

activated carbon), flow rate up to 8,5 litres per 
minute, lifetime (litre) approx. 6.000 litres or 6 months

- cleaning sponge for the filter element
- installation filter case with seal
- holder for installation filter case with Gardena- coupling
- tube 2m , 10-13mm
- diaphragm pump self-sucking 12/24 V, 2,8 bar, 

connections 12-13mm quick fastener
- incl. Mounting



Enjoy unlimited freedom and amazing views.
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Accessories / maintenance
Item No. 1050503 LED reading lamp with 

car USB- chargerinclufding:
-LED reading lamp

- luminous flux 10 lm
- dimension: W70xH20xL80mm
- car charging adapter 2x USB, 2.100 mA
Item No. 3914984 multi grill with gas hose

including:
- gas- grill for the outside with accessories and 

carrying bag
- height approx. 45cm, folded approx.. 22,5cm
- 30 mbar, 0-,6 kW
- sheet for the fat, cooking grate, cooking plate, 

wok, bake-cover
- weight approx. 4kg
- incl. 150 cm gas hose for quick-release coupling

Item No. 1050403 canister out of plastic 

20 litresincluding:
- jerry can fuel can 20 litres
- olive green UN- permission
- dimension: approx. H495xW350xD165mm
- weight approx. 1300g

Item No.6001001 single – fitting with ring

Item No.6001002 double – fitting with ring

Item No.6001004 lashing point for single

fitting

Item No. 6001005 2 pieces of tension belts

with clamping lock, L 300cm

Art.-Nr. 6030100 awiwa®® toilet cleanser, 1 litre
free of chemistry, for wastewater

Item No. 3061374 rain strip remover, 500ml

Item No. 3061320 tank cleaner, Certisil 

CTR250P, 250g

Item No.6062253 marine wax, 300g tin

6001001

6030100

3061320

3061374

6062253

6001002

6001004 6001005

Item No. 6887010 cold accumulator, 2 pieces

including:
- 2 pieces cold accumulators
- freeze already at +6C°
- dimension each approx. L255xW170xH30 mm
The freeze accumulators conserve the coldness
in the cooler up to 8 hours.



The Fernweh-Mobil includes comfort and to feel cosy and at home. 
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roof openedroof opened

roof closedroof closed



Cramer Technik Benno Cramer
Settmecker Weg 36 - 57413 Finnentrop
Tel. 02395-212531 / 0151-12458979

info@das-fernweh-mobil.de
www.das-fernweh-mobil.de

facebookfacebook -- Cramer Technik

TOYOTA Hilux

ISUZU D-Max

FORD Ranger 

FORD Ranger Wildtrak

FORD F-150

Mitsubishi L 200

NISSAN Navara

Es gelten unsere Allgemeinen Geschäftsbedingungen, die wir auf Wunsch gerne zusenden. Technische Änderungen, irrtümliche Falschangaben vorbehalten. Beiträge und Fotos sind urheberrechtlich geschützt. Nachdruck oder Reproduktion in irgendwelcher Form - 
auch auszugsweise - sind nur mit schriftlicher Genehmigung gestattet. Abbildungen können abweichen. Maßangaben wurden mit Sorgfalt ermittelt, es kann hierfür jedoch keine Garantie übernommen werden. Alle abgebildeten Artikel verstehen sich ohne Dekorationsmaterial.

(Stand 02/2020)

VW Amarok TOYOTA Hilux

Bild © Roland Ehry
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